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Across
1. showing smug

2. sounding sad and mournful

5. someone who performs odd jobs

6. foreboding or foreshadowing evil

9. Marked by or given to doubt

10. feel or show deep sorrow or regret for

13. a person or thing that cultivates something

18. serving to defend

22. a hybrid between a horse and a donkey

23. consisting of disorganized

24. a single rein used originally in the western U.S. that 

was fastened to the brake handle

26. a swamp

30. go or move in an exaggeratedly impatient or angry 

manner

32. a person or thing that is lightly built or constructed

33. a strong, durable material, typically striped, used to 

cover mattresses and pillows

35. planned effort to hide a dishonest, immoral, or illegal 

act

36. showing a critical or disrespectful attitude

37. a person who skins animals or prepares skins

39. broad and sturdily built

41. a rough building

42. markedly short and abrupt

43. emotionally detached

44. in a careful or cautious manner

45. the state or quality of being worthy of honor or respect

46. the force that attracts a body toward the center of the 

earth

47. a diamond or other gem set in a piece of jewelry by 

itself

48. capable of

Down
3. having eyelashes of a specified kind

4. to twist, bend, or draw out of shape

7. impressive stateliness

8. find or discover by investigation

11. anything that restrains

12. great enjoyment

14. settling an issue

15. having no part higher than another

16. a small closed or closable vessel

17. anxious or fearful that something bad or unpleasant will 

happen

19. uttered with the soft palate lowered and with passage of 

air through the nose

20. broad brim and high crown hat

21. a Confederate soldier

25. appease the anger or anxiety

27. overly self-confident

28. a liquid or lotion

29. eager or quick to argue, quarrel, or fight

31. knave

34. a large bundle

38. a plane figure with three straight sides and three angles

40. be absorbed in thought


